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Abstract
Nilsson, K. S. 2004. Modelling Soil Organic Matter Turnover.
Doctor’s dissertation.
ISSN 1401-6230, ISBN 91-576-6710-1.

This thesis investigates various ways of determining and predicting soil carbon
quality. The continuous-quality theory was used to study soil carbon quality
changes under perturbations and to explain soil C:N ratios. Also, using the
framework of the same theory a comparison of five commonly used soil organic
carbon models were done.
The results confirm that NIR spectra in combination with the theory can be used
for defining soil organic carbon quality. Decreases in quality in treatments without
organic amendments and increases in the treatments with organic amendments are
both accurately predicted.
The microbial biomass has been suggested as an indicator of change of soil
properties. The continuous-quality theory tends to overestimate the microbial
biomass and here the dependence of the mortality rate of microbes on the quality
of substrate appears critical for correct predictions of microbial biomass.
Nevertheless, the study showed that the amount of microbial biomass carbon tends
to increase with increasing inputs of carbon in the soil and that the accumulation
of microbial biomass also depends on the quality of these inputs.
The C:N ratio in soils varies between ecosystems and there seems to be no
accepted explanation for this variation. The study confirms that the combination of
the continuous-quality theory and the growth rate hypothesis lead to predictions
about soil C:N ratios that are compatible with both specific experimental evidence
and general observations.
The study of different SOC models showes that there is still a long way to go
before we will find some generally accepted way of describing turnover of SOC.
Not even such a fundamental process as decomposer efficiency can be assigned a
value.
Keywords: microbial quotient, organic amendments, Cb, quality, continuous
model, CQT.
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Introduction
Background
Soil organic matter, SOM, is a mixture of both new and old material containing
everything from simple to complex compounds. Soil organic matter is important in
enhancing the quality of the soil both as it increases the stability of the soil and
acts as a reservoir of plant nutrients, especially where synthetic fertilizers can not
be used as for example in organic farming.
Whether SOM increases or decreases and how fast depends on the balance
between inputs and losses of organic matter. A lot of different amendments of
organic material can be added to the soil. These contain different proportions of
compounds with different degradabilities that will change both the quantity and
quality of soil carbon. Due to the large variability of soils and the large
background of organic material most soil C changes require periods of decades
rather than years to be detectable.
Soils with larger organic matter content are expected to have better physical
properties, including an increased abundance of water-stable aggregates,
decreased risk of compaction and improved water holding characteristics. Even so
it is difficult to find a direct link between increased organic matter and crop yields,
since as long as the amount of soil carbon has not become so small as to change
the soil properties, the yields are more influenced by the nitrogen content of the
amendments than by their carbon content.
It is not only the carbon content that is important, it is also the carbon quality.
Since the substrate contains a lot of different compounds, all of the carbon is not
equally accessible to the decomposers. The quality is a measure of how accessible
the carbon in the substrate is to the microbes, the more accessible the higher the
quality and the more easily decomposable is the substrate. When the decomposers
feed on the carbon, the fraction that is used for their biomass is called the
efficiency i.e. the fraction of carbon going into new microbial biomass per unit of
carbon utilized, the rest is respired as carbon dioxide. The carbon compounds
produced by the decomposers have a different quality then the carbon they feed
on.
However, a carbon quality that suits the microbes is not the same as good soil
quality. Soil quality is a much broader term, affected by several factors, among
which biological productivity, environmental quality, and plant and animal health
all play a role (Karlen et al., 1997).

Calculating quality
A number of different measures of quality of litter exists, this is usually done by
measuring various ratios or concentrations, like N concentration, C:N ratio or
lignin concentration. But there are some problems with these measures as for
example N constitutes such a small percentage of the total litter mass and the N
concentration normally is not stable during the whole decomposition process and
lignin has a very complex structure and is difficult to measure.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been used extensively (e.g. Baldock et al.
1992, Kinchesh et al. 1995, Mathers et al. 2000) as a way of detecting relative
changes in the composition of chemical groups. However, NMR is an expensive
technique and not suitable for routine measurements. Moreover, there are so far no
direct links between NMR and models.
There is no consensus on how to define and measure the SOM quality, but since
quality plays such a central role in the decomposition of organic matter, it would
be of importance to be able to do this.
We will show in paper IV that near-infrared spectroscopy combined with the
continuous-quality theory provides a means of defining soil organic matter quality
in a way that is also consistent with definitions of litter quality, emphasising the
continuity between litter and soil organic matter. Near infrared reflectance
spectroscopy (NIRS) is an alternative, which has been used to predict both litter
decomposability (Gillon et al. 1999) and soil carbon in several studies (Chang et
al. 2001). Gillon et al. (1999) also used NIRS to predict both litter mass
remaining and decay rate constants. Joffre et al. (2001) also showed how NIRS
could be connected to models.
Since in the model each carbon atom in the SOM can be assigned a quality and
NIR will give a unique spectral signature in which all the biochemical information
is included therefore it is possible to relate NIR spectra to the theoretical carbon
quality. By connecting the theoretical quality concept and NIR spectra, predictions
of long-term effects on soil organic matter quality and quantity will be possible.

Microbial biomass
The microbial biomass is the living part of the soil organic matter. It has a
turnover of 1-2 years (Sparling, 1992), and therefore it responds much faster than
the total soil organic matter to changes in management. So when we make changes
in farming management, such as the conversion to organic production, we change
both the quantity and quality of organic matter in the soil and we can try to
monitor the changes in the microbial biomass instead of trying to detect the
changes in the total amount of carbon stored which is a much slower process.
The microbial biomass is only a small part of the total soil organic matter, usually
less than 5 % and the ratio between microbial biomass carbon (Cb) and soil
organic carbon (Corg), the microbial quotient (Cb/Corg), has been suggested as an
indicator of change of soil properties (Sparling, 1992, Ågren & Bosatta, 1998)
because the size and activity of the microbial quotient is directly related to the
amount and quality of carbon available (Breland & Eltun, 1999). Generally,
increases in amounts of organic inputs will lead to increases in the microbial
quotient (Breland & Eltun, 1999, Lundquist et al., 1999). Here we have to see if
the microbial biomass can be modeled with enough accuracy.

Carbon:Nitrogen ratio
The ratio between carbon and nitrogen in soils varies between grasslands and
agricultural soils, with a C:N of typically around 10 (e.g. Burke et al. 1989) and
forest ecosystems which have generally higher C:N ratios. The cause of these
differences in C:N ratio is a bit unclear and in paper II we have studied whether
8

the growth rate hypothesis GRH (Sterner & Elser 2002), which says that an
organism must increase its concentration of nitrogen and phosphorus when its
growth rate increases, because increasing growth rates mean a heavier demand on
nitrogen-rich enzymes for growth and on phosphorus-rich ribosomes to produce
enzymes, can explain why soils in different ecosystems must have different C:N
ratios.

Modelling
Long time field experiments are of course the ideal way of detecting the slow
changes in the soil organic carbon but they are time consuming and impossible to
perform on all types of soil and management. Therefore models are important in
making predictions of soil organic matter quantities and qualities. A model is of
course always a simplification of a system. An ecological system is extremely
complex, and it is important to single out the most relevant processes. Soil organic
matter, SOM, models look at the transformation of carbon in plant-soil systems
with the quantity of soil organic components as a state variable.
Several models describing the turnover of carbon in the soil exist. These SOM
models are usually either multi-compartment models or continuous models. In the
multi-compartment models, the soil organic matter is divided into a number of
different compartments or pools, all with different turnover rates. These pools
exchange material with each other and also with the surrounding environment,
including both inputs and losses; inputs in the form of litter or organic
amendments and losses in the form of respiration and leaching. In continuous
models the decomposition is a continuous process and division into different pools
is not necessary, instead soil organic matter is viewed as litters of many ages
added together. In the continuous model we have a more difficult mathematical
treatment but we avoid the problems of trying to relate the pools in the model to
measured data (Falloon and Smith 2000), to interprete the parameters physically
and to make the division between different flows and losses. Instead the set of
parameters describing the processes for different compartments in the multicompartment models are described by functions.

Organic agriculture
I started out this study by looking at differences of organic and conventional
agriculture and sustainability then ended up focusing on soil carbon quality.
High-intensity agriculture has with its use of fertilisers, pesticides, new crop
varieties and the mechanization been able to considerably increase yields but has
also created environmental problems, such as reduced biodiversity, lower soil
fertility, increased erosion and eutrophication of lakes. The ability of intensive
agriculture to be maintained in the long-term is also questionable. With a growing
population there is a need of high yielding agricultural systems, but they also need
to be environmentally sound and sustainable in the long- term.
Can organic farming systems meet these demands?
Organic farming is a system based on the concept of sustainability, in which the
soil should remain productive over long periods of time without the additions of
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synthetic fertilizers, instead it relies on techniques such as the use of crop
rotations, animal and green manures and biological pest control.
Perhaps organic farming will be able to increase the yields and prove that it is
friendlier to the environment than conventional farming systems have been, but
the question that need to be answered is whether organic farming systems can be
sustainable in the long term perspective.
In order to assess the sustainability we need to know what happens in the soil after
a change from conventional to organic farming practices. Most soil carbon
changes require very long times before they can be detected and the short-term
changes are not necessarily the same as the long-term changes. Therefore after
conversion to organic farming practice long-time periods are required before the
impact of the changes on soil carbon and nutrients and their turn-over rates are
fully visible.
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Objectives
The general objective of this thesis was to investigate various ways of determining
and predicting soil carbon quality.
The specific objectives were:
To predict the effects on the microbial biomass of various amendments. (paper I)
To study whether the differences in growth of the decomposers will depend on the
substrate quality, such that high quality substrates also require high nitrogen
concentrations. (paper II)
To compare 5 commonly used multi-compartment models to see what kind of
functions in CQT would be needed to describe the corresponding parameters in
the multi-compartment models. (paper III)
To determine whether the theoretical quality concept can be combined with NIR
spectra to predict long-term effects on SOM quality. (paper IV)
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Materials and methods
Site description
Even though I’ve only modelled these data, my calibrations of parameters and
testing the equations would not have been possible without the data from a field
trial so I’ve decided to include a description of the site here.
The experimental data used in paper (I, III and IV) came from The Ultuna longterm soil organic matter experiment; for more details see Kirchmann et al. (1994).
The field experiment is situated at Ultuna, Uppsala, 60˚ N, 17˚ E, in central
Sweden. The soil is a clay loam (36,5% clay, 41% silt, and 22,5% sand). The
experiment was started in 1956 to study the effects of organic amendments and
fertilizers on crop yields and soil properties. The experimental plots are 2-by-2 m,
and separated by wooden frames, each plot is replicated four times. Measurements
on soil C and yield are from Kirchmann et al. (1994) and data on the microbial
biomass are from Schnürer et al. (1985), Witter et al. (1993), Witter (1996), and
Witter and Kanal (1998). The annual precipitation at the Ultuna site is 570 mm,
and the mean annual air temperature is +5.4º C.
The C input to the soil consists of crop residues and organic amendments. The C
input from crops consists of belowground plant production, roots, as all
aboveground parts are removed at harvest. The organic amendments were applied
every second year in amounts of 0.8 kg ash-free organic matter (DW) m-2. Nine of
the original 15 different treatments are studied: black fallow (BF), crop with no N
addition (NoN), crop with calcium nitrate addition (N), and six treatments with
organic amendments: straw (S), green manure (GM), peat (P), farm-yard manure
(FYM), sawdust (SD), and sewage sludge (SS).
Two different techniques for determination of microbial biomass were used:
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) analysis (Jenkinson et al., 1979, Eiland, 1983,
Webster et al., 1984) and Fumigation Incubation Technique (FIC) (Jenkinson and
Powlson, 1976) with some minor modifications described in Witter et al. (1993).
In 1988, 1989 and 1990 the FIC technique (Witter et al., 1993). In 1990 the
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) content of the soil was determined as described in
Jenkinson and Oades (1979) (Witter et al., 1993). The microbial biomass from the
ATP analysis was mainly used to compare with modeled data but the data from the
FIC analysis are also included to indicate the variability in the values.
The experimental data used in paper II came from two decomposition
experiments involving leaf or needle litters of 36 species were used. Both
experiments were conducted using laboratory microcosms at 22 °C with soil
moisture maintained at 80% of field capacity. Detailed descriptions are available
in Joffre et al (1992) and Gillon et al. (1993, 1994, 1999). For more details see
paper II (Table 1).
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Theory
In the continuous-quality theory, CQT (Ågren & Bosatta 1998) we have a
substrate that is decomposed by a microbial community. The substrate provides
the carbon the decomposers need for growth, but it consists of inputs of many ages
(cohorts) added together. The cohorts enter the system with an initial quality q0,
which is a measure of how accessible the carbon is (or the rate at which the
decomposers can utilise it). During decomposition it is then converted into a
mixture of qualities.
Decomposers extract carbon from this distribution with a rate proportional to the
amount of carbon of the respective quality and with a basic, quality-dependent
growth rate u(q). A fraction e(q) of the extracted carbon goes into new
decomposer biomass while the remainder is lost as respiration; we call e
decomposer efficiency. Another consequence of the decomposers assimilation of
carbon is a shift in carbon quality towards lower qualities. The average shift in
quality of a carbon atom as it is assimilated by decomposers is η1(q).
We will use the following functions
e(q) = e0
η1(q) = η11q
u(q) = u0qβ
I have included some of the most important equations that I use in the thesis.
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Equations used in the thesis (see papers 1-4 for notations)

The decrease in quality:
q0
q (t ) =
1
(1 + βfCη11u0q0β t )β
The mean quality of the soil organic matter in all the litter cohorts dating from
time 0 to time t:
1− e 0

qˆ (t ) =

1 − e0 −e0 η11β
1 − e0 + e0η11 − e0η11β

 q η11e0
1 −  t 
 q0 

− β +1

1− e 0

 q η11e0
1 −  t 
 q0 

−β

q0

The N:C ratio of a cohort :
1

h(q ) 
f
f q
1  q η11 f N 0 f N 1q0 1  q 
 
r (q ) =
−
= r0 − N 0 − N 1 0
  +
g (q ) 
fC
f C 1 − η11  q0 
fC
f C 1 − η11  q0 

The accumulation of the soil carbon store:

η
  q (t ) 
I 0e0

CS (t ) =
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f C u0 q0β (1 − e0 − e0η11β )   q0 


1− e0
−β
e 0 11

0
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The loss of carbon from a system to which the input has been stopped.:
1− e
I 0 e0
β 1− e η β
(
1
+
f
η
β
u
q
t
)
C BF (t ) =
C
11
0
0
f C u 0 q 0β (1 − e 0 − e0η 11 β )
0

0 11

The microbial biomass carbon when input is stopped:
1− e0

e0  q(t ) η11e0
Cb,BF ( t ) =
u( q)C (t ) =


µ
µ 1 − e0  q0 
fC

I0

The microbial biomass carbon associated with the new material added:
1− e0

η11e0 
I
e   q( t )  
Cb,a(cr) ( t ) = 0n 0  1 − 
 
µ 1 − e0   q0  
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Results and Discussion
Paper I: Using the continuous-quality theory to predict
microbial biomass and soil organic carbon following organic
amendments
Soil microbial biomass and microbial quotient (the ratio of soil microbial biomass
to soil organic carbon) are considered to be useful as rapidly responding indicators
of perturbations of soil properties.
Therefore in paper I, I used the CQT to see how well the model is able to predict
the effects of the different amendments on the microbial biomass and on the
microbial quotient.
The model predicts correctly that the amount of microbial biomass increases for
all the treatments with organic amendments compared to the black fallow
treatment. Figure 1. The microbial biomass quotient increases also for all the
amended treatments, except peat and sewage sludge, and decreases for the other
treatments. However, the predicted microbial biomass carbon tend to be larger
than the observations, varying by a factor of 4, depending on the type of
amendment, which is more than the 2.7-fold variation in soil carbon, figure 2.
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Figure 1. Predicted development of microbial biomass for the different treatments, plotted
against time since the start of amendment. Solid lines are treatments with organic
amendments; dashed lines are treatments without organic amendments.
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Figure 2.Predicted microbial biomass C plotted against observed microbial
biomass C (ATP) in 1990.
The biomass order is the same as initial substrate quality, except that the
treatments without additions of extra organic material have less microbial
biomasses. Since microbial biomass and microbial quotient are strongly
correlated, similar relations are found between predicted and observed microbial
quotients as between predicted and observed microbial biomasses.
We attribute these deviations between predictions and observations to our
assumption of a constant mortality rate, µ. Instead of being constant, the mortality
rate should increase with the quality of the substrate. This could be because
different organism groups utilize substrate of differing quality, e.g. bacteria
feeding on better quality substrates than fungi. Schnürer et al. (1985) showed
changes in the composition of the microbial community as a result of the
treatments, but they could not interpret their observations in terms of mortality
rates.
We cannot adjust the predicted microbial biomasses to the observed ones by
manipulating the growth rates without upsetting the soil carbon predictions, which
do not depend explicitly on microbial mortality, and the soil carbon predictions
have been tested extensively (Ågren & Bosatta 1998).
The microbial biomass and microbial quotient increases with both the amounts of
organic matter added (crop residues and amendments) and the quality of the added
matter.
Moreover, short term observations can be misleading with respect to both the
magnitude and direction of long term changes in biomass and related variables.
Special attention must be paid to such amendments as sewage sludge, where
contaminants such as heavy metals may determine process rates.
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Paper II: Nitrogen:carbon ratios in soil organic matter is
determined by the stoichiometric coupling of nitrogen
concentration in decomposers to substrate quality
In paper II , the coupling between carbon and nitrogen was studied.
The carbon:nitrogen ratio in soils varies between ecosystems and are in general
lower in agricultural soils than in forest soils. The growth rate hypothesis of
ecological stoichiometry implies that with increasing growth rate of an organisms
must also follow an increasing nitrogen:carbon ratio. In the soil, the differences in
growth rates of decomposers will be caused by differences in the quality of the
substrate upon which they are feeding.
We do not know the exact shape of the relation between fN and q but a linear
relationship should be a good first approximation
f N ( q) = f N 0 + f N 1q
Values of the nitrogen concentration in the decomposers fN0 and fN1 have then been
fitted to obtain the best agreement between observed and predicted N:C values. In
general, the agreement between observed and predicted nitrogen concentrations
corresponds to correlation coefficients exceeding 0.9.
Using the continuous-quality theory for decomposition of soil organic matter we
have calculated the consequences of having the decomposer nitrogen
concentration increase with litter quality. These theoretical predictions agree with
observations from two extensive litter decomposition studies.
For a decomposer efficiency e0 of 0.25 the steady state C:N in the soil varies
between 16 and 25 as the quality of the initial litter decreases from 1.5 to 0.9. This
variation is smaller than observed variations. This can be due to a coupling
between litter quality and litter nitrogen concentration, we expect that higher litter
qualities are also associated with nitrogen-richer systems and that as litter quality
increases, we should also see an increase in e0. This coupling would lead to
steeper relations between steady state C:N and initial litter quality. The other
important factor is that we are looking at steady state values of C:N.

Paper III: Consistency in parameterisations in soil organic
carbon models
By applying the continuous-quality theory as a framework for transforming five
frequently used multicompartment soil organic carbon, SOC, models: CENTURY
(Parton et al. 1987, Parton et al. 1994, Paustian et al. 1992), ROTHC-26.3
(Coleman and Jenkinson 1996), DAISY (Hansen et al. 1990, Jensen et al. 1997,
Mueller et al. 1997) VERBERNE (Verberne et al.1990, Whitmore et al. 1997) and
NCSOIL (Nicolardot & Molina 1994), we were able to give all the models a
common form. This made it possible to focus on how the models are structured
and parameterised and gives a more in-depth comparison.
In order to describe the dynamics of SOC, three functions are needed, these
should describe the rate by which carbon is extracted from each compartment, the
17

fraction of extracted carbon that is used in respiration by the decomposers and
how the remaining fraction of extracted carbon is converted into carbon of other
qualities.
There is little consistency between the models in most respect. The qualities
(turnover rates) of the compartments vary a lot between models. They have with
the exception of ROTHC fairly similar qualities at the lower end of qualities, at the
high quality end, there are large differences in which qualities that are included. A
major reason for this difference between models might be the differences in
timesteps. With a shorter time step it becomes necessary to describe processes
with faster rates. Such faster rates might be a consequence of the presence of
substrates of higher qualities, but not necessarily so.
We also note a considerable discrepancy in how much rates differ from assumed
optimal values; the range is from 8 % of the optimal value in CENTURY to 30 %
in ROTHC.
Decomposer efficiency (production-to-assimilation ratio) varies from 0.15 to 0.8
in magnitude between models and also in response to quality. In two models there
is no variation with quality, in two other models there is a maximum at
intermediate qualities and finally, efficiency increases with quality in NCSOIL but
in a stepwise manner from the lowest qualities to the three highest ones, Figure 3.
The recycling of carbon between compartments shows for all models a highly
scattered pattern. In part this is a consequence of the fact that not all pools are
connected to each other.

Decomposer efficiency, e(q)
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0.8
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0.6
CENTURY

0.4
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ROTHC

0.0
0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

Quality, q

Figure 3. Calculated decomposer efficiency e(q) as a function of quality q for the
five models.
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Paper IV: Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to measure soil
organic matter quality
Several measures of quality of litter material exist but none has so far been defined
for soil organic matter. But as NIR spectra contain all the information on the
organic composition of soil samples, it could in combination with the continuousquality theory be the tool for defining soil organic carbon quality.
For treatments without amendments, the quality is steadily decreasing as a result
of inputs being smaller than before the experiment started. In treatments with
amendments the quality is increasing although the input of low-quality peat
initially leads to a decrease in quality. If the treatments were to be continued until
steady state, the black fallow would end up at quality 0 when all was gone
whereas the other ones would be ordered according to the initial qualities of the
substrates. Both decreases and increases in quality are accurately predicted.
All the calibrations showed that the spectra are closely correlated with soil organic
matter quality. However, calibration statistics were always better when the entire
spectral information was taken into account than just the infrared region. Figure 4.
The results demonstrate the usefulness of NIRS to reveal and correctly quantify
slight modifications of organic matter quality defined according to a theoretical
concept of substrate accessibility to decomposers. These promising results show
that NIR signature can be linked to synthetic properties of soil organic matter that
can be calculated theoretically.

NIRS predicted q
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Calculated q
Figure 4. Relationship between soil organic matter quality calculated from Eq. (12) in
paper IV and NIRS predicted values (Equation 1 in Table 2 in paper IV) . The regression is
given by y = 0.93x - 0.044.
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Conclusions
This study has covered various ways of determining and predicting soil carbon
quality.
The study confirmed that NIR spectra in combination with the continuous-quality
theory can be used for defining soil organic carbon quality. NIRS can reveal and
correctly quantify slight modifications of organic matter quality defined according
to a theoretical concept of substrate accessibility to decomposers.
The CQT tends to overestimate the microbial biomass and here the dependence
of the mortality rate of microbes on the quality of substrate appears critical for
correct predictions of microbial biomass. Nevertheless, the study showed that the
amount of microbial biomass carbon tends to increase with increasing inputs of
carbon in the soil and that the accumulation of microbial biomass also depends on
the quality of these inputs.
The study confirmed that the combination of the continuous-quality theory and
the growth rate hypothesis lead to predictions about soil C:N ratios that are
compatible with both specific experimental evidence and general observations.
Further development requires information from long-term experiments, so that
constant parameters can be replaced by functions between variables.
The study of different SOC models showed that there is still a long way to go
before we find some generally accepted way of describing turnover of SOC. Not
even such a fundamental process as decomposer efficiency can be assigned a
value, this indicates that either the term is not used with the same meaning in
different models or that we do not know how to assign values; as the analysis with
CQT shows (Hyvönen et al. 1998), this parameter is one of the most critical for
soil carbon storage.
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